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 11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis:  

- This is the first monograph at doctorate thesis level in the science of Criminal law since Criminal law 

was canonized for the first time in 1985, studied comprehensively and symtemmatically the liability 

principles due to faults in Vietnamese criminal law. 

- Build a system of  theoretical issues relevant to liability principles due to faultlts, such as the 

concepts of criminal faults, criminals, careless mistakes, liability principle due to faults in the criminal 

law, requirements and interpretation of liability principles due to faults in the criminal law. 

- Analyze the interpretation of liability principles due to faults in the criminal law in the General section 

as well as  Criminal sections in the Criminal law; clarify the unsound issues and  limitation of  the 

criminal law in connection with the fault issue. 

- Evaluate the practical activities of investigation, prosecution and judgment in the adoption of criminal 

law’s regulations related to liability principles due to faults; point out the insufficiencies and limitations 

to tender the solutions; 

- By researching theoretical issues, analyzing the law and evaluating in practice the adoption of the 

criminal law, the author suggests some solutions to improve criminal law, enhance the effectiveness of 

criminal law implementation concerning the criminal faults and satisfy the requirements put forth by the 

liability principles by faults of criminal law.      



12. Practical applicability, if any: 

The researched thesis’ result will have definite meanings toward building activities, explanation and 

the application of the criminal law. It creates a consistent angle, a general and synchronous 

realization, the logic of the criminal law and responsible principles due to faults of Vietnamese criminal 

law nowadays. 

Besides, the researched thesis’ result is useful references for both legislation and the practical 

application of the criminal law. It also takes an important role in studying, teaching and researching of 

law students and lecturers and for those who are interested in doing the criminal law researches  in 

general and responsible principles due to faults of the criminal law in particular. 

13. Further research directions, if any:  

Continue to appreciate the practical activities of investigation, prosecution and judgment in the 

adoption of criminal law’s regulations related to liability principles due to faults; point out the 

insufficiencies and limitations to tender the solutions and improve criminal law. 
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